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Abstract

This paper describes our cross-language informa-
tion retrieval system for the NTCIR-4 CLIR task. Our
system, which follows the query translation approach,
uses a compound word translation and translitera-
tion. Transliteration is effective if a query includes
foreign words, such as technical terms and proper
nouns, spelled out by phonetic alphabets. We ap-
ply our method, which was originally proposed for
Japanese Katakana words, to Korean Hangul words
and realize JEK transliteration in a single framework.
We produced a transliteration dictionary for Japanese
and English letters via the Roman representation. To
produce a new dictionary, we use the Unicode system
to romanize Korean words. We also show the effective-
ness of our method by means of experiments.

Keywords: Cross-language information retrieval,
Query Translation, Transliteration, Foreign words

1 Introduction

In the NTCIR-4 cross-language information re-
trieval (CLIR) task [11], search topics and newspaper
articles in Japanese, English, Korean, and Traditional
Chinese were used to evaluate the performance of par-
ticipating IR systems. The NTCIR-4 CLIR task con-
sists of the following four subtasks:

• Multilingual CLIR (MLIR), in which a topic in
one of the four languages is used to search a col-
lection in more than one language for the docu-
ments relevant to user information needs,

• Bilingual CLIR (BLIR), which resembles the
MLIR task, but a document collection is in a sin-
gle language,

• Single Language IR (SLIR), which is a monolin-
gual IR task for one of the four languages,

• Pivoted Bilingual CLIR (PLIR), in which a query
is indirectly translated into a document language
via a third language.

For the formal run, we submitted the retrieval results
(i.e., the run files) for the first three subtasks. While in
MLIR and BLIR we used only Japanese as the source
language, in SLIR we used all the four languages as
the source language independently.

Using the official evaluation results, we compared
the performance of the case in which a Japanese user
searches a document collection in a foreign language
by CLIR system and the case in which a user speak-
ing the document language as their native language re-
trieves the same collection by our SLIR system.

After the formal run, we further evaluated the per-
formance of our CLIR system using the official rel-
evance judgement files. A strength of our system
is an automatic transliteration method, which asso-
ciates out-of-dictionary query terms to phonetic equiv-
alents in a target language. This method is effective to
translate words imported from a foreign language and
spelled out by phonetic alphabets, such as Katakana in
Japanese. These words are usually technical terms and
proper nouns.

In previous studies [4, 5, 7], we showed that our
transliteration method improved the performance of
CLIR for Japanese and English. This method has been
used in a commercial J/E cross-language patent re-
trieval service1. In the NTCIR-4, we extended our
method to Korean and evaluated its effectiveness for
Japanese, English, and Korean.

Because the BLIR subtask is usually termed “cross-
language/lingual information retrieval (CLIR)” in past
literature, we shall use the terms “CLIR” and “BLIR”
interchangeably. We focus mainly on CLIR, because
CLIR and MLIR share the essential issues.

Sections 2 and 3 describe the outline of our system
and the transliteration method, respectively. In Sec-
tion 4, we elaborate on the experiments while/after the
formal run.

1http://www.patolis.co.jp/products/e-index.html
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2 System Description

2.1 Overview

Because by definition the queries and documents
for CLIR are in different languages, they need to be
standardized into a common representation so that
monolingual retrieval techniques can be used. From
this perspective, existing CLIR methods can be classi-
fied into the following fundamental approaches.

In the first approach queries are translated into a
document language [1, 7]. In the second approach
documents are translated into a query language [16].
In the third approach both queries and documents are
projected into a language-independent space by means
of thesauri [9, 18] and latent semantic indexing [2, 14].
Additionally, in the hybrid approach multiple funda-
mental approaches are used together [6, 15].

While we proposed a two-stage method, which
combines query and document translation meth-
ods [6], in NTCIR-4 we evaluated only the perfor-
mance of the query translation method.

Figure 1 depicts the overall design of our system.
In CLIR, a query is first translated into a document
language and the translation is used to search a mono-
lingual collection for relevant documents, which are
sorted according to the score.

In MLIR, a query in one language is first translated
into the other languages independently. Second, each
of the source and translated queries is used to search
the corresponding monolingual collection. Finally, the
retrieved document lists for the four languages are
combined and the documents are sorted according to
the score obtained in the retrieval process.

2.2 Query Translation

The query translation module is based on our previ-
ous method for compound words [5, 7].

First, we extract compound words from a target
topic field. For <TITLE>, we use a delimiter (e.g.,
comma) to extract compound words.

For <DESC> and <NARR>, we perform morpho-
logical analysis and regard a sequence of content
words (e.g., nouns) as a compound word. We use the
following tools for morphological analysis purposes:
ChaSen2 (J), WordNet3 (E), Kemorphor4 (K), Super-
Morph5 (C).

For English, query terms in the stopword list
of WordNet are discarded and the remaining words
(i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and out-of-
dictionary words) are used as query terms.

2http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/
3http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/ wn/
4http://www.crosslanguage.co.jp/english/
5http://www.omronsoft.com/
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Figure 1. Design of our CLIR system
(solid and dashed arrows denote on-line
and off-line processes, respectively).

For Japanese, Korean, and Chinese, in which sen-
tences lack lexical segmentation, we perform morpho-
logical analysis to identify words and their parts-of-
speech, and extract content words. Although Korean
sentences are segmented on a phrase-by-phrase basis,
post-position suffixes (Josa) need to be discarded.

Second, for each of the compound words extracted
from the topic, we derive possible word and phrase
translations using a bilingual dictionary. We consider
all possible segmentations of an input word by consult-
ing the bilingual dictionary. We select such segmenta-
tions that consist of the minimal number of words.

During the segmentation process, transliteration is
performed for out-of-dictionary words to identify pho-
netic equivalents in a document language. Translitera-
tion is not performed for Chinese words and words in-
cluding numerals (e.g., “Y2K”). For Japanese, translit-
eration is applied only to Katakana words.

Finally, we use a probabilistic method to resolve
translation ambiguity. The formula for the source
compound word S and a transliteration candidate T
are represented as below.

S = s1, s2, . . . , sn

T = t1, t2, . . . , tn

Here, si denotes an i-th word, and ti denotes a transla-
tion candidate of si. From the viewpoint of probability
theory, our task is to select T ’s with greater probabil-
ities, P (T |S), which can be transformed as in Equa-
tion (1) through the Bayesian theorem.

P (T |S) =
P (S|T ) · P (T )

P (S)
(1)
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P (S) can be omitted because this factor is a constant
with respect to the given query and does not affect the
relative probability for different translation candidates.
If a user utilizes more than one translation as query
terms, T ’s with greater probabilities are selected.

P (S|T ) and P (T ) are termed language and transla-
tion models, respectively. We approximate these fac-
tors using statistics associated with base words, as in
Equation (2).

P (S|T ) ≈
n∏

i=1

P (si|ti)

P (T ) ≈
n∏

i=1

P (ti|ti−2, ti−1)

(2)

We produced a translation model based on the word
frequency in the bilingual dictionary. We pro-
duced a word tri-gram language model including
the 100K high frequency words in the target doc-
ument collection, for which we used Palmkit6. In
practice, two dummy symbols were inserted at the
beginning and end of T , respectively, to estimate
P (ti|ti−2, ti−1) (i = 1, 2, n − 1, n).

Table 1 shows the dictionaries used for our experi-
ments. While the NTCIR-4 Chinese topics and doc-
uments were in Traditional Chinese represented by
Big5, our dictionaries were in Simplified Chinese rep-
resented by GB2312. We converted the character code
of our dictionaries into Big5 by the Linux iconv
command.

EDICT7 and an E-K dictionary were used only in
the experiments after the formal run. To investigate the
effect of the dictionary size, we compared the results
obtained with the Cross Language dictionary and the
results that obtained with EDICT, which was used for
both J-E and E-J CLIR. We used the E-K dictionary
for both E-K and K-E CLIR, because K-E dictionaries
were not available.

Table 1. Dictionaries used for experi-
ments (T: technical dictionary, G: general
dictionary).

Languages Name or Developer #Entries Type
J-E Cross Language Inc. 1M T
E-J Cross Language Inc. 1M T

J-E/E-J EDICT 108K G
J-K UNISOFT Corp. 213K G
K-J UNISOFT Corp. 134K G
J-C Cross Language Inc. 1M T
C-J Cross Language Inc. 865K T

E-K/K-E Cross Language Inc. 548K T

6http://sourceforge.net/projects/palmkit/
7http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/˜jwb/edict.html

2.3 Document Retrieval

The document retrieval module is based on an ex-
isting probabilistic method [17], which computes the
relevance score between a (translated) query and each
document in a collection. The relevance score for doc-
ument d is computed based on Equation (3).
∑

t

ft,q ·
(K + 1) · ft,d

K ·
{

(1 − b) +
dld

b · avgdl

}
+ ft,d

·log
N − nt + 0.5

nt + 0.5

(3)

Here, ft,q and ft,d denote the frequency that term t ap-
pears in query q and document d, respectively; N and
nt denote the total number of documents in the col-
lection and the number of documents containing term
t, respectively; dld denotes the length of document d,
and avgdl denotes the average length of documents
in the collection. We empirically set K = 2.0 and
b = 0.8, respectively.

For indexing purposes we used content words,
which were extracted by the same method as in Sec-
tion 2.2, as index terms. However, for the Japanese
documents, we used both character bi-grams and
words as index terms.

We also used a pseudo-relevance feedback method.
In practice, we first retrieved the top ten documents
and sorted the index terms in those documents accord-
ing to the term weight. We added the top ten terms to
the initial query and retrieved the final result.

3 Transliteration

3.1 Overview

The basis of our transliteration method [5, 7] is
similar to that for compound word translation in Sec-
tion 2.2. The formula for the source word S and a
transliteration candidate T are represented as below.

S = s1, s2, . . . , sn

T = t1, t2, . . . , tn

Unlike the case of compound word translation, si and
ti denote i-th “symbols”, which consist of one or more
letters, respectively. To derive possible si’s and ti’s,
we consider all possible segmentations of S, by con-
sulting a dictionary for symbols, namely the “translit-
eration dictionary”. We select such segmentations that
consist of the minimal number of symbols.

We resolve the transliteration ambiguity based on
the a probabilistic model similar to that for the com-
pound word translation. We compute P (T |S) for each
T and select T ’s with greater probabilities. T must be
a correct word that is indexed in a target document col-
lection. However, because P (T ) is computed by com-
bining P (ti)’s for all substrings in T , incorrect words
are potentially assigned to a positive value of P (T ).
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In view of this problem, we estimate P (T ) as the
probability that T occurs in the document collection,
and consequently P (T ) for unindexed words becomes
zero. In practice, to enhance the computational effi-
ciency, we perform a pruning during the segmentation
process. While we progressively produce a transliter-
ation candidate from the beginning of S, we also per-
form a forward partial-matching to discard the candi-
dates in progress that do not match with any of the
index terms.

We approximate P (S|T ) as in Equation (2), and
estimate P (si|ti) based on the correspondence fre-
quency for each combination of si and ti in the
transliteration dictionary.

3.2 Dictionary Production

The method to produce the transliteration dictio-
nary is crucial, because such dictionaries have rarely
been published. To illustrate our dictionary produc-
tion method, we consider Figure 2, in which we in-
sert hyphens between each Katakana character for en-
hanced readability. In this figure, the first letter in each
Katakana character tends to be contained in its corre-
sponding English word. However, there are a few ex-
ceptions. A typical case is that because Japanese has
no distinction between “L” and “R” sounds, the two
English sounds collapse into the same Japanese sound.
In addition, a single English letter may correspond to
multiple Katakana characters, such as “x” to “ki-su”
in “<text, te-ki-su-to>”. In summary, English and ro-
manized Katakana words are not exactly identical, but
similar to each other.

English Japanese
system si-su-te-mu
mining ma-i-ni-n-gu
text te-ki-su-to
collocation ko-ro-ke-i-syo-n

Figure 2. Example correspondences be-
tween English and romanized Japanese
Katakana words.

This phenomena can also be observed in Korean.
For example, the English word “system” is roman-
ized as “si-seu-te-m”. This motivated us to extend our
transliteration method to Korean.

We first manually defined the similarity between the
English letter e and the first romanized letter for each
Katakana character j, as shown in Table 2. In this ta-
ble, “phonetically similar” letters refer to a certain pair
of letters, such as “L” and “R,” for which we identi-
fied approximately twenty pairs of letters. We then
consider the similarity for any possible combination
of letters in English and romanized Katakana words,

which can be represented as a matrix, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. This figure shows the similarity between letters
in “<text, te-ki-su-to>”. We put a dummy letter “$,”
which has a positive similarity only to itself, at the end
of both English and Katakana words.

Table 2. Similarity between English letter
e and Japanese letter j.

Condition Similarity
e and j are identical 3
e and j are phonetically similar 2
both e and j are vowels or consonants 1
otherwise 0

te ki su to

3 1 2 3

0 0 0 0

1 2 1

3 1 2 3

t

e

x

t

$

$ 0 0 0 0

0

0

0

0

3

1

Japanese

English

Figure 3. Example matrix for English-
Japanese symbol matching (arrows de-
note the best path).

Here, matching plausible symbols can be recast as
identifying the path which maximizes the total simi-
larity from the first to last letters. The best path can
efficiently be found by, for example, Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm [3]. From Figure 3, we can derive the follow-
ing correspondences: “<te, te>”, “<x, ki-su>”, and
“<t, to>”. We used bilingual dictionaries in Table 1
to produce the transliteration dictionaries for Japanese,
English, and Korean.

Japanese words consist of different types of charac-
ters, such as “Kanji”, “Katakana”, “Hiragana”, alpha-
bets, and numerals. Here, Kanji (Chinese character)
is the Japanese idiogram, and Katakana and Hiragana
are the phonograms.

However, foreign words are always spelled out
by Katakana, which is seldom used to describe the
conventional Japanese words excepting proper nouns.
Thus, in cases where Japanese is a source or target
language, we extracted only Katakana words and their
translations from the dictionaries. This process can be
performed systematically on the basis of a Japanese
character code, such as EUC-JP and SJIS, in which all
Katakana characters are coded in a specific region.
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At the same time, there are noisy correspondences
in which a Katakana word is not the precise translit-
eration of a foreign word. For example, “waapuro”,
which is a short form of “waadopurosessaa”, is listed
as a translation of the English word “word processor”.
To exclude these noisy correspondences, we used only
the translations whose total similarity from the first
to last letters is above a predefined threshold. The
method to exclude noisy correspondences is more ef-
fective in Korean, because both conventional and for-
eign words are written with Hangul characters.

In summary, for any language pair of Japanese, En-
glish, and Korean, our method produces a translitera-
tion dictionary as follows:

1. romanizes Japanese and/or Korean words in a
bilingual dictionary,

2. computes the phone-based similarity between a
source word and its translation, and aligns them
on a symbol-by-symbol basis,

3. selects the translation pairs whose similarity is
above a threshold,

4. derives a transliteration dictionary from the se-
lected translation pairs.

While the basis is the same as in our previous method,
a new challenge in the NTCIR-4 was to romanize Ko-
rean words, which is described in Section 3.3.

3.3 Romanizing Korean Words

In Japanese, one-to-one mapping between each
phone and its Roman representation can be per-
formed with a negligible cost, because the numbers of
Katakana characters and combined phones are small.

However, the number of Korean Hangul characters
is much greater than that of Japanese Katakana charac-
ters. Each Hangul character is a combination of more
than one consonant. The pronunciation of each char-
acter is determined by its component consonants.

In Korean, there are three types of consonants, i.e.,
the first consonant, vowel, and last consonant. The
numbers of these consonants are 19, 21, and 27, re-
spectively. The last consonant is optional. Thus, the
total number of combined characters is 11,172. How-
ever, to transliterate imported words, the official guide-
line suggests that only seven consonants be used as the
last consonant.

In EUC-KR, which is a common coding system for
Korean text, 2350 common characters are coded inde-
pendent of the pronunciation. Therefore, if we target
text in EUC-KR, each of the 2350 characters has to be
corresponded to its Roman representation.

In view of this problem, we used the Unicode sys-
tem, in which Hangul characters are sorted according
to the pronunciation. Figure 4 depicts a fragment of

the Unicode table for Korean, in which each line cor-
responds to a combination of the first consonant and
vowel and each column corresponds to the last conso-
nant. The number of columns is 28, i.e., the number
of the last consonants and the case in which the last
consonant is not used. From this figure, the following
rules can be found:

• the first consonant changes every 21 lines, which
corresponds to the number of vowels,

• the vowel changes every line (i.e., 28 characters)
and repeats every 21 lines,

• the last consonant changes every column.

Based on these rules, a specific character and
its pronunciation can be identified systematically by
means of the three consonant types. Thus, we man-
ually corresponded only the 68 consonants to Ro-
man alphabets. Because the entries in our E-K dic-
tionary were represented by EUC-KR, we used the
native2ascii command in the Java 2 SDK, to
convert these entries into Unicode.

3.4 Related Work

Lee and Choi [13] and Jeong et al. [10] indepen-
dently explored English-Korean transliteration. These
method correspond English letters to Hangul letters di-
rectly, while we first romanized Hangul characters and
then corresponded them to English letters. In other
words, we used pronunciation information to improve
the correspondence accuracy.

Because in Korean both foreign and conventional
words are written with Hangul, it is crucial to se-
lect foreign words prior to the dictionary production.
Jeong et al. [10] proposed a statistical method to detect
foreign words in Korean. However, their method re-
quires a training corpus in which conventional and for-
eign words are annotated. Our method, which can se-
lect plausible foreign words by means of the phonetic
similarity with English or Japanese words, does not re-
quire (annotated) corpora. We applied this method to
extracting foreign words from Korean text [8].

Knight and Graehl [12] proposed a Japanese-
English transliteration method based on the corre-
spondence probability between English and Japanese
Katakana sounds. However, their method requires a
phoneme inventory and cannot generate English words
not listed in the inventory. Our method is not con-
strained by phoneme inventories.

In addition, we realized transliteration for more
than two languages in a single framework and eval-
uated its performance by means of CLIR experiments.
To the best of our knowledge, no method has been used
and evaluated in CLIR for more than two languages.
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Figure 4. Fragment of the Unicode table for Korean Hangul characters.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Formal run results

Table 3 shows the mean average precision (MAP)
values for our results submitted to the formal run.

Relevance assessment was performed based on four
ranks of relevance, that is, highly relevant (S), relevant
(A), partially relevant (B) and irrelevant (C). In Table 3
the columns for “Rigid” denote the cases in which the
documents judged S and A were regarded as the cor-
rect answers and the columns for “Relaxed” denote the
cases in which the documents judged B were also re-
garded as the correct answers.

In the BLIR and MLIR subtasks, for each (com-
pound) word in a source language, the top three trans-
lation candidates were used for retrieval purposes. We
used transliteration only to convert Japanese query
terms into English in J-E and J-CJKE.

Our primary research interest in the formal run was
to compare the performance of BLIR and SLIR. Ac-
cording to Table 3, the MAP values for J-E and J-K
were roughly 70% of those for E-E and K-K, respec-
tively. This ratio has also been observed in past CLIR
literature and is fairly reasonable.

However, the performance of J-C was significantly
low. The MAP value for J-C was roughly 25% of
that for C-C. The MAP value of J-CJKE was also
decreased accordingly. A possible reason is that our
dictionaries in Simplified Chinese were automatically
converted into Traditional Chinese and thus the trans-
lation accuracy was decreased. This issue needs to be
further explored.

4.2 Evaluating Transliteration

Table 4 shows the MAP values for our results ob-
tained after the formal run. However, J-E combined
with transliteration used the same method for J-E in

Table 3. As in the formal run, for each (compound)
word in a source language, the top three translation
candidates were used for retrieval purposes.

While the MAP values of J-E and E-J were obtained
with the dictionaries developed by the Cross Language
Inc., the MAP values of J-E* and E-J* were obtained
with EDICT.

In Table 4, the effects of transliteration can be in-
vestigated for different methods. For each MAP pair
to be compared, we boldfaced the greater values. Sug-
gestions which can be derived from Table 4 are as fol-
lows.

First, in most cases the MAP values were improved
by means of our transliteration method. In the cases
associated with Japanese and English, the improve-
ment was more salient when EDICT was used. As in
Table 1, the numbers of entries in the Cross Language
J/E dictionaries is ten times as large as that of EDICT.
In other words, the number of out-of-dictionary terms
increased when EDICT was used.

Second, in K-J and K-E, the MAP values of D
and DN decreased when combined with translitera-
tion, while the MAP values of T increased by means
of transliteration.

For D and DN, we performed morphological anal-
ysis for Korean sentences before the query translation
process. Although we used different dictionaries for
morphological analysis and query translation, foreign
words were often listed in neither of the dictionaries.
Consequently, specific foreign words were mistakenly
interpreted as combinations of conventional Korean
words.

Third, in E-K the MAP values of D decreased
marginally by transliteration. This was due to the topic
041, in which the English word “received” was not in
our dictionary and the transliteration was performed,
although this word should not be transliterated. A pos-
sible solution is to use a probability score as a confi-
dence measure and discard the transliteration candi-
dates whose score is below a threshold.
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Table 3. MAP values for different methods in the formal run (T: TITLE, D: DESC, N: NARR).

Rigid Relaxed
Subtask Languages T D D+N T D D+N

SLIR J-J 0.2886 0.2957 0.3373 0.4033 0.4024 0.4535
SLIR E-E 0.3090 0.2953 0.3358 0.3954 0.3732 0.4117
SLIR C-C 0.2206 0.1920 0.2473 0.2649 0.2539 0.2981
SLIR K-K 0.3794 0.3675 0.3675 0.4081 0.3934 0.3934
BLIR J-E 0.2182 0.2225 0.2261 0.3008 0.2943 0.2929
BLIR J-C 0.0483 0.0548 0.0673 0.0633 0.0682 0.0819
BLIR J-K 0.2457 0.2363 0.2696 0.2681 0.2613 0.2998
MLIR J-CJKE 0.1316 0.1296 0.1335 0.1888 0.1858 0.1877

Finally, the MAP values of E-J* were relatively low.
This was partially due to the fact that Japanese per-
son names romanized in the English topics, such as
“Keizo Obuchi”, “Akira Kurosawa”, and “Masako”,
were not correctly translated. Because these words
are not Katakana words, our transliteration method can
not be applied. In addition, a single Roman represen-
tation usually corresponds to multiple Japanese words,
specifically, Kanji characters, we need a method to re-
solve back-romanization ambiguity.

5 Conclusion

We described our system for the NTCIR-4 CLIR
task, in which Japanese, English, Korean, and Chi-
nese were used as target languages. Our CLIR method,
which followed the query translation approach, used a
compound word translation and transliteration.

Through the experiments in the formal run, we
identified that the performance of J-C CLIR needs to
be further improved, while for the other language pairs
the performance was comparable with those reported
in past literature.

After the formal run, we applied our transliteration
method, which was originally proposed for Japanese
and English, to Korean and realized the transliteration
for the three languages in a single framework. Because
our method produces a transliteration dictionary via
the Roman representation, a challenge was to roman-
ize Korean words. To resolve this problem, we used
the Unicode system, in which Korean Hangul char-
acters were coded according to the pronunciation in-
formation. We also showed the effectiveness of our
transliteration method by means of experiments.

Future work will include applying the automatic
transliteration method to other languages, such as Chi-
nese, in which the processing of out-of-dictionary for-
eign words is problematic.
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